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SANDWICHDAY

In winter, people are normally extra
hungry, especially at night when it's
cold and dark.
We do not have to go to Hillbrow to
see real hunger and misery. In every
town there are so many people who
really struggle. How hard it must be to
send a child to bed hungry, or to
school without breakfast? There are
people who don't know where their
daily food will come from.
That's why FCIA have a sandwich day
project each year on the last Friday of
July. On this day communities have the
opportunity to donate bread to ensure
that each person in need at least have one sandwich to eat on that day.
Thank you to everyone who ensured that this project was a huge success.

THANK YOU FOR MAKING A DIFFERENCE!

THE MONTH OF AUGUST - THE MONTH OF CARING

August is very special to FCIA. On FCIA's calendar, it is not only Women's
Month, but also Care Month. This provides the opportunity to give special
recognition to people in occupations that provide a service to the
community and also provide FCIA with a major support service . These
individuals are not always noticed and get little recognition for what they
do.
This year we would like to offer special thanks to everyone in a
professional occupation that possess special talents and in different ways
serve their respective communities. FCIA wants to thank them for their
service and selflessness. We especially think of our doctors, therapists,
auditors, lawyers, pharmacists. You are precious! Without you our
communities would have been very poor indeed.

 
FCIA PARYS CELEBRATES WOMEN'S DAY
 

"Things that money can't buy is
priceless. Love does not cost
anything... give as much of it as
you can," said Elizabeth Fourie

 

 

 VVA SYMPOSIUM  

 

DATE: 6 OCTOBER 2015

THEME: Long-term sustainability
of the Care of Older Persons.
Please make a note of the date.

The conference will take place on 6
October 2015 at the Sunwa River
Lodge, Parys.

It is a reality that the care
environment faces major
challenges. Care facilities find it
increasingly difficult to keep the
service affordable, and thus
sustainable. It is clear that the
traditional model of care is no
longer the answer. The life
expectancy and different
expectations and needs of the new
generation of older persons, are
factors that play a role. There is a
greater need for older people to be
independent and to be cared for in
an environment that ensures quality
of life - an environment that allows
choices about how I want to be
cared for.

In addition, there are other factors
such as uncertainty about the
government's future funding policy
on the care of older people,
different standards leading to
unaffordability and increased
pressure on management within a
small community to find alternative
sources of income.
The practice thus force us to look
at other care options. The purpose
of this conference is to seriously
consider the realities faced by the
industry, as well as new models of
care with focus on the challenges in
managing the transformation of the
care environment.
Keynote speakers are Prof. Jaco
Hoffman and Theo Venter, both
from the NWU. Syd Eckley, director
of Grey Power Sanlam will also give
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during the Women's Care Day

About 50 women attended the
morning program where the ever-
popular Elizabeth Fourie delivered
spirited messages through song
and readings. Many women wiped
away a tear or two. Everyone
received a gift bag and received a
glass of sherry.

"Life is not a race, linger along the road and smell the roses, the smell of
love, love that does not have a price," was her main message. Elizabeth is
a great supporter of FCIA. She surprised the guests by singing a praise
song in Sotho, Xhosa and Zulu which provoked a huge applause.

 The program was organized by Adri Swart, one of the staff members who
are involved in projects of the branch. She received a number of gifts
through sponsors, who was won by quite a few women through a lucky
draw.

 
FCIA TEACHES CHILDREN VALUES
 

The foundation for successful
humanity lies in people's
values. There is great concern
about the lack of positive role
models for our youth. Lack of
values is probably the reason
for the high prevalence of
among others bullying,
vandalism, violence, foul
language and disciplinary
problems.

For this reason, FCIA
developed a values program

aimed at children and parents to make them aware of different values
that are important in their lives. The program focuses on six values,
namely: fairness, trustworthiness, responsibility, respect, love and
citizenship. Of course, other values are also used as it is needed. Each of
the values are based on a Christian foundation and different colors are
used to help remember them.

The values can be adjusted in different circumstances and with different
presentations and examples, as it fits in with the children. The program
was originally created for children, but it was later extended to adults. 
It was already presented at schools in Philippolis and Trompsburg, at a
soup kitchen in Trompsburg, as well as an empowerment group for women
who do crafts in Trompsburg.

We dream of a society where values are again the core in every school,
household and town.

 
FOSTER PARENTS CARE

We received several complaints about a four-year-old boy whose
stepmother abused him. After a few visits where I stood before locked
gates, I put a note on the gate and said that I would come back the next
day for a visit - which I did.

I was received in a stiff manner and the little boy was dressed as if he
was going to church. I suspect there was "window dressing" involved.
Little Mike (pseudonym) looked very uncomfortable, but he was not shy.
He answered all the questions of his own, but did not look up. His answers
were as if it was a recitation.
The complaints were discussed in front of Mike. He looked distressed, but

 

an overview on the profile of
retirement in South Africa based on
their annual Benchmark Survey.

The cost is R250 per person.
Contact Darien Oosthuizen 051-
444 364 or Anneke Bezuidenhout
083-254 3701.

   

  

   
 

 

 FCIA BOTHAVILLE CARE
FOR OTHER PROFESSIONS.  

 

To join in with the FCIA theme
"Care Month", FCIA Bothaville got
involved and said thanks to the
professionals in our town.
Pupils from High School Bothaville
were involved with this project and
helped with the wrapping of gifts.
These gifts, together with a thank
you letter from FCIA, were
delivered by the children at various
points.
Not only did FCIA Bothaville show
our appreciation to other
professions, but we also managed
to get a few children to be part of
FCIA's volunteer service.

 

   

 

 
Too often we underestimate the power of a

touch, a smile, a kind word, a listening ear, an
honest compliment, or the smallest act of

caring, all of which have the potential to turn
a life around. ~ Leo F Buscaglia

 

 

FCIA BETHLEHEM GIVES
RECOGNITION TO THE

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT IN

BETHLEHEM
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said nothing at first. The stepmother denied that this happened and he
agreed with her. The house was luxuriously furnished and clean. Mike's
room was well equipped, but there were very little toys.

Two weeks after my visit, the biological father contacted me and told me
that "Mike should be taken away" because his "wife" does not want him
any more. He lost his job and could no longer care for Mike. I discuss
other alternatives, but he was very determined. I needed to take Mike
away immediately.

Fortunately I had approved foster parents available who have a passion
for children. They drove immediately to town from their farm to get him
and he was temporarily placed in their care.

Mike adapted well to the farm environment and his foster parents. Every
day he helps out with all the animals that need care and each afternoon
he rides with on the quad bike to go round up the sheep.

The foster parents say that it's not them that has changed little Mike's
life, but he who enriched their lives. They enjoy him every day because he
is so special.

  

 
 

Despite difficult circumstances and
often difficult relationships, we want
to thank the Department of Social
Development Bethlehem. We also
want to single out Andre Swart,
administrative officer. With 22 years
of service to her name, Andre is a
person whose button you can
always press on. Her friendliness
and helpfulness is an inspiration to
others. You can just ask and she
will help where she can and will
always give feedback. In particular
we want to thank Andre for all your
hard work all these years and for
your willingness and helpfulness to
always help where you can. It is
greatly appreciated.
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